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Country contexts

To get an idea of the VET context of all the countries in the room

Finland, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, The Netherlands, Slovenia
Stand in a line:

We will be forming a line from left to right on several statements, one to get going,

stand in a line:

*from short to tall*
Stand in a line:

Number of qualifications provided by your own VET school

(lowest to highest)
Stand in a line:

Years of experience of your school on internationalisation

(lowest to highest)
Stand in a line:

Current number of foreign partners of your institute

(lowest to highest)
Stand in a line:

The level of autonomy of the VET schools in respect to the national government

(non – (national level) to all – (school level))
Choose a side:

Is there any national policy on internationalisation in your country?

(Yes = stand left, no = stand right)
Stand in a line:

Your trust that this TCA will really add to the organisational development of internationalisation

(lowest trust to highest)